In this paper we describe a model for automatically generating video documentaries. This allows viewers to specify the subject and the point of view of the documentary to be generated. The domain is matter-of-opinion documentaries based on interviews. The model combines rhetorical presentation patterns used by documentary makers with a data-driven approach. Rhetorical presentation patterns provide the viewer with an engaging viewing experience, while a data-driven approach can be applied to growing media repositories. To date, the modeling of rhetoric has been achieved in a top-down manner using closed repositories, while data-driven generation approaches were unable to implement non-trivial rhetorical presentation patterns. We describe an implementation of our model in a system, Vox Populi, and apply it to an online documentary shot by a group of independent amateur documentarists.
Introduction
We are used to viewing a documentary as a fixed static artifact. This artifact is the product of a director who crafted it for us, using footage recorded for the purpose of making a film. This scenario does not include any viewer intervention except at the last stage, when the viewer can decide to view the documentary or not, and even then the choice is pretty limited to watch (a part of) it or ignore it. Why is this a problem? Because documentaries are meant to inform as well as entertain. The video material collected during shooting is quantitatively much more than the material that is selected for the final version. In the case of a documentary, this can mean that large amounts of footage with different themes, topics and arguments will never be seen by the viewer, if only because of time limits. Moreover, when a documentary is about a matter-of-opinion issue, a documentarist has the power to build a strong argument either for or against an opinion by selecting and editing different footage from the available material. A documentarist determines a documentary's content and point of view for all viewers, where the viewers themselves would probably have made other choices. On the other hand, making all footage available is not a suitable alternative, because a viewer is unlikely to be willing to watch hours of video with no story or theme, and most likely no apparent relation between one sequence and the following one. Documentaries still offer good narrative models to show content in a way that does not overwhelm the viewer.
A solution to the above mentioned problems could be represented by an automatic approach towards documentary generation. Such an approach should combine the strengths of traditional documentary making and automatic video generation: the former is capable of presenting issues to the viewer in a way that is in-formative and interesting at the same time, while the latter allows the documentarist to provide viewers with documentaries dynamically generated according to their interests. Automatic video generation not only has advantages for the viewer, but also for the documentarist. A video generation system could help the documentarist by automatically presenting the material, freeing her from the need to select and edit the footage, which is a difficult and time-consuming task. Different documentaries can then be generated from the same footage, facilitating reuse of the media assets, and allowing new footage to be added at a later stage. Automatic video generation can transform a documentary from a static final product into an evolving up-to-date video document.
To date, there is no single approach capable of combining the advantages of human authoring with the potential benefits of automatic video generation, which we summarize in the following three points. While there are systems that satisfy one or more points, there is no single approach that includes all of them:
(i) generate documentaries on matter-of-opinion issues which use presentation forms as a documentarist would do (as, for example, Splicer [20] does). (ii) allow the viewer to select both the content of the generated documentary and the documentary's point of view (as, for example, Terminal Time [14] does). (iii) allow the documentarist to collect material to be used for documentaries, without having to specify how this material should be presented to the viewer, and to add footage at a later stage (as, for example, ConTour [16] does). In this paper we focus on documentaries about matterof-opinion issues, where opinions are mainly expressed by people being interviewed. In this type of documentary the drawbacks of having a final static version are evident: especially when the number of interviewees is high, for time constraints some of the interviewees' answers will not be selected, and possibly some opinions will never be displayed to the viewer. We propose an automatic video generation approach that allows the viewer to potentially see all material shot for a particular documentary, not only what a documentarist would have selected. The content of such a documentary is determined by the viewer choosing a particular subject she is interested in and a point of view. The material is then organized according to presentation forms also used by documentarists. Automatic video generation allows the repository containing the raw footage to grow by adding relevant material, and both new and old material to be used to generate new documentaries.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the domain of our research, namely matter-ofopinion documentaries based on interviews. In section 3 we examine related work to gather information on the type of annotations we need for our approach. In section 4 we describe our video generation model and give an example of a generated documentary. In section 5 we provide some conclusions and some directions for future work.
What is a documentary?
We base our view on documentaries on the definition of the documentary genre from Bordwell and Thompson ( [6] , p. 128):
"A documentary film purports to present factual information about the world outside the film."
This definition stresses that the most distinctive feature of a documentary is the intention of presenting informative content. Typically, a film labeled as documentary leads the viewer to assume that the persons, places and events exist and that the information presented is trustworthy ( [6] , p. 128). Rabiger ([19] , pp. 3-4) says that documentaries explore actual people and actual situations and they always reflect a profound fascination with, and respect for, actuality.
If we look at how documentaries present this factual information, Bordwell distinguishes three types of form: the narrative form, the categorical form and the rhetorical form ([6] p. 132). Documentaries often use more than one of these forms, but usually one type is predominant over the others. The rhetorical form is particularly relevant for the type of content we are interested in, i.e. matter-of-opinion issues. In using the rhetorical form, a documentary aims at persuading the audience to adopt an opinion about the subject, usually a matter-of-opinion issue. In a rhetorical documentary, the documentarist tries to make her point of view seem the most plausible by presenting different types of arguments and evidence ( [6] , p. 140).
Rabiger ([19] pp. 8-9) discusses three different ways a documentarist can behave, depending on her respect for the audience: at the lowest level of respect there is the propagandist, who wants to condition the audience, showing only the evidence supporting predetermined conclusions. Moving up the scale of respect, there is the binary communicator, who gives "equal coverage to both sides" in any controversy. Rabiger says that this form considers the audience as a passive mass to be informed and entertained, but not challenged to make judgments. At a higher level, is the mind-opener, who aims not at conditioning or diverting but at expanding the viewer's mind, by presenting something in all its complexity, never patronizing or manipulating either the subjects or the audience.
Presenting opposing positions has a number of advantages for the documentarist. It can be used as a technique to make the audience want to see what will happen next. The purpose of this is to introduce some level of dramatic conflict into the structure of the documentary. Dramatic conflict is a structural tension that keeps the outcome of the documentary somewhat in doubt and keeps the audience interested ( [11] pp. 298-299).
Typically, when people state their opinion or position, they do so with a discourse intended to persuade or prove that their conclusions are correct. We call such a discourse an argument. The Greek philosopher Aristotle (in his book "Rhetoric") classified means of persuasion into logos, pathos and ethos. These means of persuasion are used by a speaker (or author) who tries to convince an audience. In the following we will concentrate on logos, which appeals to logic or reason. A logos argument is based on factual data and on the conclusions that can be drawn from it. The audience should accept the argument because it sounds rational. In documentaries, the audience is the collection of viewers. The speaker can be the documentarist herself (when she appears or speaks in the documentary), the narrator, if there is one, or, in the case of interviews, the interviewees. Interview documentaries (also called "talking heads" documentaries) record testimonies about events or social movements. When the subject of the interviews is controversial, the way arguments are presented is particularly important for the audience to decide whom to believe, because evidence to determine the truth might be lacking ([11] p. 63).
Annotations for video generation
After having defined our domain of application, in this section we investigate annotations, since the characteristics of an automatic generation system depend to a large extent on the type of annotation structure the system uses. Automatic video generation systems use descriptions (annotations) of the media items in order to make decisions about how to create a video sequence. The structure of annotations is composed out of two parts: -the structure of the description (e.g. a film can be described by fields, such as title, director), -the structure of the values used to fill the description (e.g. "A clockwork orange" can be the value of the field title). We introduce three different types of description structures (keyword, property and relation based) and four different types of value structures (free text, taxonomies, thesauri and ontologies) to represent the range of possible annotation structures.
In structure based on keywords (K-annotations), each item is associated with a list of terms (words) that represent the item's content. The association to the content is unspecified: for example, an annotation consisting of two keywords "Rembrandt, painting" can indicate that the annotated item represents a painting made by Rembrandt or a painting about Rembrandt. In this sense, K-annotations are ambiguous.
In structures based on properties (P-annotations), items are annotated with property-value pairs, e.g. subject-NightWatch, creator-Rembrandt, date-1642. Categories allow the disambiguation of cases such as the one above: using P-annotations, Rembrandt would be either the value of the property creator or of the property subject.
In structure based on relations (R-annotations), items are annotated with property-value pairs as in P Unlike the terms in a thesaurus, concepts in an ontology can have properties and formal constraints on how they can be used together. We call taxonomies, thesauri and ontologies controlled vocabularies because values have some constraints due to the structure they have, while free text has none. In the next sections we examine different structures of annotations by discussing document generation systems from literature that use those structures.
K-annotations
CONTOUR [16] was developed to support evolving documentaries, i.e. documentaries that could incorporate new media items as soon as they were made. The underlying philosophy was that some stories keep evolving, and so should the documentaries describing them. The system was used to support an evolving documentary about an urban project in Boston 1 . ConTour has a twofold aim: for the author, to provide a framework for gathering content and making it available without having to specify explicitly how (and in what order) the user should view the material; for the user, to support visual navigation of the content.
ConTour allows the author to create and expand the repository by adding material to it. The author is required to attach keywords (called descriptors) to each media item. The goal of the descriptors is to capture abstract ideas or elements relevant for the documentary story, e.g. names of people or places. Descriptors are created beforehand, with values belonging to the categories of character, time, location and theme. Referring to our classification, ConTour's value structure can be considered a simple version of a taxonomy that has four top classes to which all values belong.
Keywords in ConTour relieve authors from the process of defining explicit relationships or links between units of content. Instead, the author connects media items only to keywords. By doing so, the author defines a potential connection between a media item and other media items that share that keyword. Since there are no explicit links between the clips, sequencing decisions are made during viewing, based on the implicit connections via the keywords. Deferring sequencing decisions in this way has as a consequence that the base of content is extensible. Every new media item is simply described by keywords, rather than hardwired to every 1 The "Big Dig" project was aimed at relieving Boston, MA, from a huge traffic problem caused by an elevated six-lane highway, called the Central Artery, that ran through the center of downtown.
other relevant media item in the system. In this way, the potentially exponentially-complex task of adding content is managed and requires a constant effort. In this sense ConTour's approach is data-driven, and the key factor is that links are created automatically by the system, and not by the author.
On the other hand, by using keywords ConTour can only determine to what degree two media items are related: from unrelated (if they have no descriptors in common) to totally related (if they have the same descriptors). This relation cannot be further specified by the system: is one media item providing further information with respect to another, or is it contradicting the information presented by the other? This limitation is inherent to keywords, as Cleary and Bareiss also demonstrated ( [7] , p. 35). Other systems that use Kannotations are Lev Manovich's SOFT CINEMA 2 and the KORSAKOW SYSTEM 3 , systems that edit movies in real time by selecting media items from a database.
P-annotations
SEMINF [13] is a system that creates presentations using media items from annotated repositories. SemInf uses repositories belonging to the Open Archives Initiative [12] , which are annotated with the Dublin Core (DC) schema [9] . This schema is designed to be very simple in order to facilitate a widespread adoption, with little overhead in annotating the material. It was conceived by and for librarians, and it contains properties for classifying items in a library, e.g. creator, date, description, format, title.
SemInf's main concern is how to layout media items so that the viewer understands the semantics of the presentation. To determine this, SemInf infers relations between the media items it has to display. For example, if media item X is annotated with the property-value pair DC.creator -Rembrandt and media item Y is annotated with DC.description -Rembrandt, SemInf infers that Y represents the creator of X, or, in other words, the relation between the two media items is (person depicted in) Y creates X. In this way, a set of relations are inferred of the type X creates Y, X describes Y, X colleagueOf Y, etc. These relations are then translated into spatial/temporal relations in the presentation, driving the layout of the items on the screen. For example, X creates Y is translated to X spatialLeft Y, causing X to be displayed on the left of Y.
SemInf shows that P-annotations make the process of inferring relations between annotated items possible, although the relations SemInf is able to infer are very simple. This is due to DC's simplicity, since DC was designed to find items in a (digital) library, more than to support presentations about those items. Furthermore, DC annotations use values from free text. Using free text different words can mean the same, as well as the same word can mean different things. This hinders the inferencing: for example, to determine that X created Y, SemInf checks whether the condition Y.creator == X.subject holds. Ambiguity in the values causes relations to be created incorrectly.
From examining SemInf, we can draw two conclusions. The first is that P-annotations allow inferencing relations. The second is that inferencing needs annotations that use a controlled vocabulary of values, such as a taxonomy, a thesaurus or an ontology. . The system uses the stereotypical structure of well-established narrative genres, such as biography, to organize the content for a presentation. The content is selected by rules. When an annotation fulfills a rule, the corresponding item is included in the presentation. For example, a biography about an artist typically discusses the artist's teacher, if there was one. To generate a biography about Rembrandt, Disc executes a "teacher" rule that verifies whether the item annotated as representing Rembrandt also has a relation hasTeacher, i.e. Rembrandt hasTeacher z, where z is represented in media item Z. If this is the case, as it is in Rembrandt's case with Pieter Lastman, the media item Z representing Rembrandt's teacher is included in the presentation, in the section talking about Rembrandt's career.
Repositories annotated with R-annotations can be represented as a graph whose nodes reference the items and whose edges are the relations between them. We call this graph a Semantic Graph. The Semantic Graph can then be traversed to generate presentations com-posed of the annotated items. In Disc's case, the semantic graph is traversed by rules to generate narratives. The semantic graph provides the story space within which the rules select narrative presentations. The drawback of manually creating a semantic graph is that all possible combinations of two items in the repository must be examined to check whether the concepts they represent should be related, as required by approaches using R-annotations (see e.g. [22] and the discussion in section 3.1). This fact makes the process of annotating, when the repository is created and each time a new element is added, particularly cumbersome.
Conclusions
As Disc shows, a Semantic Graph can be traversed using rules to generate narrative presentation structures. A semantic graph can be given, as in the case of Rannotations, or it must be inferred when using other types of annotations. R-annotations cannot be used for repositories that can grow with new elements, because of the need to examine all existing items in order to asses whether they should be related to the new one. This goes against point iii in section 1. K-annotations, used in ConTour, do not require the documentarist to specify how the items should be related. On the other hand, K-annotations only allow the creation of generic associational links between items. To implement a rhetorical form for documentaries (described in section 2), we need to infer the rhetorical relation between two related interview clips, i.e. whether a statement expressed in one interview supports or contradicts a statement in another interview. P-annotations provide a means for describing content and are able to support inferencing the relations between media items, as long as the values are not ambiguous, as in SemInf's case. In our case we can therefore use P-annotations, using a controlled vocabulary, i.e. a taxonomy, a thesaurus or an ontology. For our approach we use a thesaurus, as motivated in section 4.1.2.
A video generation model
We determined in the previous section that we need to use P-annotations and a controlled vocabulary to annotate video content in order to capture the information needed for our automatic video generation approach.
The goal of this section is to define which content contained in video must be annotated, and how it must be annotated to implement the rhetorical form described in section 2. The elements of this form are points of view, positions and logos arguments 5 . Content in video is conveyed by the video track and in the audio track, which are processed by the visual and auditory perception channels, respectively. Metz identifies six media types in video ( [23] ): -visual channel (video track): image, video and writing (credits, intertitles, subtitles, written materials in a shot) -auditory channel (audio track): noise, music and speech. These media types can contain two types of information: Verbal (information conveyed by language, e.g. speech, writing) and Non Verbal (all other information, e.g. noise, music, video).
In order to model the elements of the rhetorical form, we need to determine which media types contain the content relevant for arguments and positions. Having determined where the relevant information is, we have to define how to model it.
We first model arguments based on logos. We then show how to generate a documentary in section 4.2.
Modeling logos
The logos technique appeals to logic or reason. Arguments using logos are based on factual data and on the conclusions that can be drawn from it. These conclusions should be accepted by an audience because they sound rational. Logic and rationality require a certain degree of abstraction, and are expressed using language, which can be of any type, e.g. natural language or symbolic language. For these reasons we model logos by modeling verbal information. Verbal information is present in speech in the auditory channel and writing in the visual channel, therefore in order to model logos we need to look at speech and writing.
Statements
In interview documentaries, most of the verbal information is conveyed by speech, i.e. by the interviewees' answers to questions. A statement is a short sentence that captures the sense of what the speaker says, such as "War is not effective", or "Diplomacy cannot be used". A statement can summarize the actual words used by the interviewee while expressing her position. For example, the transcript "I am never a fan of military actions, in the big picture I do not think they are ever a good thing" can be summarized by the statement "Military actions are not effective" or "Military actions are not good". Statements can also encode visual and nonvisual information which is non-verbal in nature, but can be associated with a verbal message. For example, a video sequence of a river being polluted by a factory can express the statement "Factories pollute the environment", although the association is not as strong as for verbal information. Statements do not capture all the semantics contained in the original sentences. This is not necessarily a limitation for our purposes, since we only need to encode sufficient information to represent how arguments can be built, analogous to the approaches adopted by ScholOnto [22] and Splicer [20] .
We model statements using a three-part structure: a subject, a modifier and a predicate. The subject (s) represents the subject of the statement, the predicate (p) qualifies the subject and the modifier (m) modifies the relation between the subject and the predicate. A statement is not required to have a modifier (no mod), whereas the subject and the predicate are required. The statement "They are using two billion dollar bombs on ten dollar tents", for example, is encoded as s:bombing m:not p:effective.
The choice of a three-part structure results from a trade-off between expressiveness (how well a statement represents what is actually said) and computational complexity (how processor-intensive inferencing on these statements is). Using more than three parts would increase the expressiveness but also the computational complexity. In [3] we tried a four-part structure, but we found that with three parts we can describe the clip content with a degree of detail sufficient to represent arguments. AAB [8] , which generates abstracts of video programs, such as symphonies or football matches, by selecting salient scenes, also uses a three-part structure.
Thesaurus
As discussed in section 3, the terms used for the subject, predicate and modifier must belong to a controlled vocabulary, i.e. the value structure must be either a taxonomy, a thesaurus or an ontology. Using a controlled vocabulary allows inferencing of relations between the statements and the corresponding video clips, since the relation between two terms can be used to infer the relation between two statements that contain these terms. Two conflicting interests are at stake in choosing the value structure: inferencing is facilitated by constrained structures, such as an ontology, while an annotator's effort is reduced by having a loose structure, such as free text. The ideal compromise is when annotating requires Table 2 Example of terms and relations between terms contained in the thesaurus for the modifier part of the statement. The no mod has a positive meaning, being opposite to not and never.
the least effort while still supporting the inferencing process. The choice of the controlled vocabulary is therefore dependent on the inferencing mechanism. We need a controlled vocabulary to have relations between terms, because such relations support the process of inferring argumentation relations between the statements, as we show in section 4.2. A taxonomy provides only a hierarchy, but no relations between terms, and it is therefore not suited for our purpose. An ontology can provide relations between terms, as well as properties and formal constraints on how these terms can be used together. Since we only need the relations between terms, an ontology would require an unnecessary modeling effort. In our approach we use therefore a thesaurus. Based on [25] , we use the following relations: Generalization (Broader Term, hypernym, inverse of Specialization), Specialization (Narrower Term, hyponym, inverse of Generalization), Similar (Related Term, holds between synonyms and near-synonyms, symmetric), and Opposite (antonym, between two different words of opposite meaning, symmetric) 6 . When annotating the content of a clip with a statement, an annotator is required to use terms belonging to the thesaurus as values for each of the three parts of a statement. The thesaurus can be built while annotating 6 To make notations easier to display, we also introduce an identity relation Id between each term and itself, symmetric. Table 3 Example of terms and relations between terms contained in the thesaurus for the predicate part of the statement.
I am never a fan of military actions, but I do not think that this problem can be solved diplomatically I am never a fan of military actions I do not think that this problem can be solved diplomatically
CLIP A CLIP B CLIP C Figure 1 . Clip A contains the complete interviewee's answer containing two statements, while Clip B and Clip C segment the answer in two parts of one statement each media items, by inserting the terms used to compose the statements. Existing thesauri, such as Wordnet [15] , can provide an aid or a starting point. An annotator also needs to relate each term she uses to the other terms in the thesaurus, using the four thesaurus relations. Because subject, modifier and predicate each play a different role in the statement, terms used for one part of the statement are not related to terms used for another part of the statement. The thesaurus can thus be considered as composed of three independent thesauri, one for each part of the statement. An example of each thesaurus is represented in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
Clips granularity
In the case of interview documentaries, the length of the clips that needs to be annotated must be determined as a trade-off between how easy it is to reuse the clip and how representative the clip is to the interviewee's intentions. Longer clips are more self-contained because they establish more context, but for the same reason more difficult to reuse in another context. Longer clips are thus more difficult to use for building different arguments. A finer granularity allows more options for building arguments but risks misrepresenting the interviewee's position. We discuss this issue with an example (see Fig. 1 ): consider a video interview stating the following: "I am never a fan of military actions, but I do not think that this problem can be solved diplomatically". If this video interview is annotated as a single clip (clip A), it can be used in an argument for military actions. If, instead, it is also segmented into the following two clips (clip B): "I am never a fan of military actions" and (clip C) "I do not think that this problem can be solved diplomatically", clip B can be used in an argument against military actions, while clip C can be used in an argument for military actions. Using terms from the thesauri shown in Tables 1, 2 A finer granularity offers thus more options to build arguments. On the other hand, clip A represents the position of the interviewee, clip C is still true to the position, but clip B gives a wrong impression. Therefore, a side effect of a finer granularity is that clips can be taken out of context and misrepresent what was intended. An automatic generation approach needs to encode context information to present a clip in order to avoid unintentional misunderstandings, as would happen if only clip B was shown, rather than clip A, to represent the interviewee's position.
Furthermore, the audio track must be properly segmented so that the clip does not sound strange to the viewer 7 . This requires starting and ending the clip at appropriate points of the interviewee's answer, respecting word boundaries as well as the intended meaning of the sentences. For example, in Fig. 1 , neither Clip B nor Clip C contains the "but" in between the two sentences, since a clip starting or ending with "but" would give the viewer the impression that a part of the answer was left out by mistake. Nevertheless, the semantics associated with "but" cannot be lost: although they are contained in Clip A, they also need to be encoded in the context information associated with Clip B and Clip C. Context information can be provided by determining the role each of the interviewee's statements plays in building the argument.
The Toulmin model
Analyzing the example in Fig. 1 , it is clear that not all sentences an interviewee says have the same weight when expressing her position. How important a part of an argument is can be determined using an argument model, such as the Toulmin model [24] . This argumentation model is commonly used in argumentation studies to diagram the domain independent way an argumentation works. This model is not concerned with the soundness of the argumentation but describes the general structure of rational argumentation, by identifying the different discourse parts used to make a claim and their role. According to Toulmin, an argument can be broken down into the following functional components: -a claim is a statement being argued for, the conclusion of the argument, concerning a potentially controversial issue, for example, "war is the right solution"; -the data 8 are facts or observations about the situation under discussion, and are the basis for making the claim, for example, "we have been attacked"; -a warrant is the chain of reasoning that connects the data to the claim, usually based more on common sense than on strict logic, for example, "if you are attacked, then you must react with violence"; -a backing is the theoretical or experimental foundation that justifies the warrant, for example, "waging a war prevents future attacks, since a war damages the opponent and causes a reduced capability to attack again"; -a qualifier expresses the degree of certainty for the claim, for example "always" or "sometimes"; -rebuttals are possible exceptions to the claim, which can be used as counterarguments to it. They can be: · concessions that contradict but are less strong than the claim, for example, "even though war kills innocent people" · conditions that, if true, could invalidate the claim, for example, "as long as no innocent people are killed". In our model, we do not use the qualifier, since its function is equivalent to the statement's modifier (see section 4.1.1), and it would duplicate functionality. This modification is also used by other approaches [2, 18] . The adapted Toulmin model is represented in Fig. 2 . Using the Toulmin model to annotate the example in Fig. 1 , we see that the statement expressed in clip B is a concession, which only expresses a concern of the speaker, while clip C is the claim, the point the speaker wants to make. Therefore, Toulmin can explain why presenting Clip B (i.e. the concession in the interviewee's argument) is misrepresenting the real position of the interviewee. Context information is therefore provided by encoding Toulmin's role together with the statement expressed in a clip. 
Generating a documentary
As we saw in section 3.3, a Semantic Graph relating the concepts and the media items contained in the repository can support the process of presentation generation, i.e. it can provide the story space within which particular presentation (or documentaries) can be created. In this section we explain how the generation process first creates such graph using our annotation schema (statements plus thesauri) and then uses it to generate documentaries. A Semantic Graph is in general a graph whose nodes represent concepts and whose edges the relations among them. In our case the nodes are annotations associated with the media items in the repository (i.e. the statements), and the edges are argumentation relations of two possible polarities, either positive (i.e. supports) or negative (i.e. contradicts). The generation process uses these argumentation relations to build arguments according to the rhetorical form described in section 2. The semantic graph needs to be dynamically created each time an annotated media item is added to the repository, by inferring relations among the statements.
The process that creates the semantic graph is composed of two sub-processes, the first generating new statements and the second linking them. The rationale behind this choice is that decomposing the process into two steps allows to better pinpoint how statements and terms in the thesauri contribute to the graph creation. This information can be used to improve the quality of the generated semantic graph ( [5] ). We describe these two sub-processes in detail in the following two sections. During the discussion we use as examples terms and relations from Tables 1, 2 and 3.
Generating new statements
The aim of the first sub-process is to generate, for each existing statement s n that annotates a video clip in the repository, the set of all possible related statements Table 4 Example of statements generated from s:bombing m:not m:effective using transformations on subject, modifier and predicate with terms and relations from Tables 1, 2 and 3 (Similar s means apply relation Similar to the subject, and so on). The last column reports the type of link to the original statement in terms of the argumentation relations SUPPORTS and CONTRADICTS.
R sn , regardless of whether these generated statements correspond to a video clip in the repository 9 . The end result is a semantic graph containing all potential relations (edges) among statements, i.e. all potential arguments that can be generated given the annotations. Some of these statements do not correspond to any media item in the repository. The second sub-process then selects only the statements that correspond to video clips in the repository. This process checks, for each generated statement s g ∈ R sn , whether s g is equal to an existing statement s m , i.e. that the subject, modifier and predicate of the two statements are the same. If this is the case, s m is related to the initial statement s n , and the second sub-process links s n and s m together, otherwise s g is discarded.
The input to the first sub-process is the set of statements contained in the repository (existing statements). New statements are generated by replacing the terms in the existing statements with related terms contained in the corresponding thesaurus. The rationale for this is that the relation between two terms in the thesaurus can be used to infer the relation between two statements that contain these terms, as we show in section 4.2.2.
We describe now how to generate new statements from an existing one. For each existing statement, the first sub-process retrieves the subject, modifier and predicate. Each new statement is generated by replacing either the subject, the modifier or the predicate of the original statement with a related term. The thesaurus defines whether two terms are related, and with which relation: either Similar, Opposite, Generalization or Specialization (section 4.1.2). At this stage, each new statement is equal to the original one with the exception of one term, i.e. either the subject, the modifier or the predicate. For example, let us assume that the original statement is s:bombing m:not p:effective. The term bombing is Opposite to the term economic-aid and Generalization to the term war in the thesaurus (Table 4 ). The process thus is able to generate the following two new statements: s:war m:not p:effective and s:economic-aid m:not p:effective. Replacing one term constitutes one round of transformations. The same process is applied again to the generated statements. At each transformation round, the difference from the original statement increases: at the n-th round the new statements have been obtained by replacing n times terms from the original statement. Each term used as the subject, the modifier or the predicate in a generated statement is related through one or more thesaurus relations to the term in the corresponding part of the original statement. We limit heuristically the number of transformations to three, as discussed in the following section. Table 4 shows examples of new statements that can be generated from the statement s:bombing m:not m:effective, using the thesauri shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 , with up to three rounds of transformations. Transformations are represented in the second column with two terms (e.g., Opposite s), the first being the name of relation in the thesaurus, which relates the replaced term to its replacement (in the example Opposite), and the second which statement part has been replaced (in the example the subject). The statement in the fifth row, for example, s:peace m:not m:effective, has been generated from the statement s:bombing m:not m:effective using two rounds of transformations. First, by replacing the subject bombing with war (since bombing Generalization war in Table 1), giving s:war m:not m:effective (first row in Table 4 ). Then, replacing again the subject war with peace (since war Opposite peace in Table 1 ), giving s:peace m:not m:effective. In this particular example, the subject of the statement has been replaced twice, but at each round, any of the statement parts can be replaced.
Since generated statements are composed of terms that are related to the terms of the original statement, the statements are also related. The generated statements can be considered as being in the "semantic neighborhood" of the original statement. Generated statements represent the semantic "mutations" of the original statements based on the relations provided in the thesaurus. Not all the "mutations" correspond to video clips in the repository.
Linking statements
The goal of the second sub-process is to establish which statements should be linked together and how. To verify whether a generated statement is equal to an existing statement, this sub-process searches for it among the annotations in the repository. A generated statement that is found in the repository generates a hit. A generated statement can generate no hits if there are no video clips annotated with that statement, or one or more hits if one or more video clips are annotated with the same statement.
Once it has been established that two existing statements should be linked, the link type must be determined. The link must be either SUPPORTS or CONTRADICTS. We assign the link type based on the transformations used by the first sub-process to get from the original statement to the generated one. To map from transformations applied to either SUPPORTS or CONTRADICTS links, we use the following criterion: if the statement is derived using no or an even number of Opposite relations, we assume that the link is SUPPORTS, otherwise the link is CONTRADICTS. For example, the statement s:economicaid p:effective (9th row in Table 4 This inferencing method is therefore based on a simple logic, which defines the relations Similar,Generalization and Specialization as always yield-ing a SUPPORTS link, while the Opposite one as always yielding a CONTRADICTS link, with the assumption that if statement A CONTRADICTS statement B and statement B CONTRADICTS statement C , then statement A SUPPORTS statement C . This logic cannot guarantee to produce always meaningful links. On the other hand, even a more complex logic would yield some unreliability, since we operate under an open-world assumption (as Nack [17] concludes). Intuitively, the more transformations used to derive a statement, the less we can rely on the conclusion. On the other hand, the more transformation rounds are used, the more new statements are generated, the more the probability to find a link increases. In [4] , pp. 103-105 we show that the number of links between statements generated at each transformation round forms a Gaussian curve, which peaks at 2 and then slowly decreases. After a certain point it seems that the generated statements become semantically too far removed from the original content of the repository, as if too many manipulations have led to statements that make no sense or make no sense in the domain of the repository. Limiting the transformations to 3 represents a good trade-off between results obtained, time required and link validity.
The end result of this phase is a semantic graph where the nodes are the statements and the edges are either SUPPORTS or CONTRADICTS links. Since each statement is associated to a media item, the corresponding media items are also linked by either SUPPORTS or CONTRADICTS links. The generation process can thus use this data structure to compose arguments.
Composing arguments
The story space we built in the previous section can be used to compose a single argument. An argument is based on a single interview segment, complemented by statements contained in other interview segments. The composition is based on the relations between the interview's statements and other statements contained in the semantic graph.
In order to compose statements into an argument, there must be a relation between them that motivates the composition. If they are related, two statements either support each other or they contradict each other. The generated semantic graph can be used to counterargue or support an argument to be presented. To counterargue an interview we state a conclusion opposite to the given one or, using the Toulmin model, a statement that contradicts the claim. Since in an argument each part is encoded as a statement, rebuttals for a particular argument are all the statements that have a CONTRADICTS link in the semantic graph to the statement representing the argument's claim. Analogously, to support an interview we select all the statements that have a SUPPORTS link to the statement representing the argument's claim. Moreover, in the Toulmin model, the data, warrant and the backing support the claim, while the concessions and the conditions counterargue it. Counterarguing an argument can therefore be done in two more ways: either contradicting a part that supports the claim, or supporting a part that counterargues the claim. The first case corresponds to selecting all the statements that have a CONTRADICTS link to any of the statements supporting the claim, while the second corresponds to selecting all the statements that have a SUPPORTS link to the statements counterarguing it. Analogously, the statements supporting an argument are all the statements that have a SUP-PORTS link to any of the statements supporting the claim plus all the statements that have a CONTRADICTS link to the statements counterarguing it.
Once the video clips forming an argument have been selected, they need to be edited into a sequence to be presented to the viewer. In the editing phase, clips are ordered in a linear sequence and joined together using either cuts or transitions. Ordering requires that the initial structure, consisting of the interview segment (modeled with the structure of Toulmin) and the corresponding supporting and/or counterarguing clips, is transformed into a linear sequence. We show some examples of editing while discussing an implementation of the model in the next section.
Vox Populi

10 is an implementation of the video generation model that we made to demonstrate the model's functionality. Due to space limitations, some of the features contained in Vox Populi have not been described in section 4, and can be found in [4] , such as editing continuity rules and feedback indexes for the annotator on the quality of the annotations. We test our approach on material from Interview With America (IWA) 11 , which is an online documentary shot by a group of independent amateur documentarists on the events happening after the terrorist attack on September 11th 2001. The annotations cover one hour of video footage, containing 15 interviews, 60 interview segments and 120 statements, composed with 155 terms from the thesaurus. Figure 3 . -Generated documentary with Interviewee "Lawyer in Harvard"and clashing interviewees of "Race" = "Black".
Using Vox Populi, the viewer can request documentaries, by specifying first the subject and then the point of view. To choose the subject, the viewer can select one or more questions. All those clips are retrieved where an interviewee replies to this/these question(s). Alternatively, she can select one or more positions. We model positions using two values, the subject, which is a controversial issue such as "war in Afghanistan", and the interviewee's attitude with respect to the subject, which can be "for", "against" and "neutral". All the clips where this/these position(s) is/are expressed are retrieved. She can also select one or more interviewees. All the clips where this/these interviewee(s) is/are shown are retrieved. If the viewer selects more options, only clips corresponding to all the options are selected.
After the content for the documentary has been specified, the viewer can select the Point of View she wants the documentary to have. A rhetorical documentary can have three different points of view: Propagandist -Create clash, Propagandist -Create support and Binary Communicator. A propagandist presents only one position or makes one position look stronger than the other, while the binary communicator strives to present contrasting positions with equal strength. To implement a propagandist point of view, Vox Populi selects only clips counterarguing (in the Propagandist -Create clash case) or supporting (in the Propagandist -Create support case) the chosen interview, as explained in section 4.2.3. In the Binary Communicator case, Vox Populi selects both counterarguing and supporting clips. Furthermore, the viewer can select the social categories of the interviewees taking part to this rhetorical debate, i.e. age, education, employment, race, religion, and gender. In this way we can have, for example, a documentary where an initial interview is counterargued by highly educated white people and supported by non educated afro-american people.
In Fig. 3 we show a documentary generated specify- ing for the Position "war in Afghanistan -For" and as Interviewee "Lawyer in Harvard" (the woman shown on the left). The Point of View is "Propagandist -Create Clash" and the counterarguing group is selected to have Race "Black". In Fig. 4 the Black shop owner in Stanford expresses a position against the war in Afghanistan and he is counterargued by three people. In Fig. 5 the Cameroun Parking Guard at Stanford expresses a position for the war in Afghanistan, and he is counterargued by the Lawyer (who shares actually his position) using two fragments taken out of context. As well as for IWA, Vox Populi has been used in two other projects, namely VJ Cultuur 12 , which aims at describing the work of VJs with respect to other art disciplines and the reciprocal influences between existing visual arts and VJ, and Passepartout 13 , which investigates the technical challenges and new forms of human-computer interactions in broadband home environments. Although the goal and the domain of both projects are different from IWA's, we have used this experience to extend and improve Vox Populi's implementation.
Conclusions and future directions
In the paper we present an alternative way of authoring documentaries, which a documentarist might decide to use instead of the traditional documentary making process. The use of our approach is not necessarily an alternative to traditional documentary making: our system could also be used to suggest interesting editing possibilities, based on different points of view. The documentarist might adopt, or expand on, generated sequences to create a final static version, or she could use the system as a way of browsing the content of the footage, instead of using transcripts and logs.
In our approach the content of the repository cannot be foreseen beforehand, or, in other words, the model needs to operate under an open-world assumption rather than a closed-world one. Since our annotations do not capture all the information contained in video clips, some generated combinations of clips may make no sense or be either unqualified or offensive, which clearly produces the opposite effect to the intended one. On the contrary, in systems operating under a closed-world assumption, such as Terminal Time [14] , the material is created specifically for the automatic generation task. This allows complete control over the content and the possible sequences that can be generated. Analogously to what Nack [17] concludes, some unreliability is the price one has to pay for operating in an open-world setting.
An obstacle to the adoption of our approach is the effort needed to annotate the material. The annotations we require are considerably more complex than keywords and have to be done manually since they cannot (yet easily) be obtained automatically from video and audio processing methods. Obtaining annotations automatically would greatly facilitate the adoption of approaches such ours. Further research is needed in this field, and we are looking at speech recognition techniques, as well as at video segmentation techniques.
The role of non-verbal visuals in communicating a message or strengthening a verbal message needs to be further researched, and more theories relating video to viewer reactions need to be developed. Documentarists stress the importance of providing visual evidence and a visual story which complement what is said in the documentary. Further research is needed to establish how and when to use visuals, and also to understand the effects of combining non-verbal visuals with auditory verbal messages, e.g. using counterpoint editing. As a side effect of this, we will gain a deeper understanding of interpreting media, and the ways media (and viewers) can be manipulated, of which the work presented in the paper is an example.
